Holidazzle Parade Lights Up Downtown
minutes.
The Holidazzle Parade is one
of Minneapolis' signature events
and is a great way to start off a
wonderful evening in downtown
Minneapolis. The parades feature illuminated storybook floats
and about 250 costumed characters, from Captain Hook to Santa
Claus. Each float in the parade
plays its own original music making the Holidazzle full of a variety
of music. Also, a different holiday choir and marching band
performs each night.
The parade is led by the

By Alisha Polivka

The Holidazzle Parade has
again transformed downtown
Minneapolis into a winter wonderland. For 24 nights the
Holidazzle will overtake the
Nicollet Mall from Twelfth to
Fourth Streets. The parade
began Nov. 26 and will continue
until Dec. 23. The parade will
resume December 26th and finish out on December 30th. Each
parade begins at 6:30 p.m. at
Twelfth Street and lasts about 30

Fanfare float which features
trumpeters and the grand marshal. The Sound of the Season
float carries Minnesota community choirs dressed in lighted
robes. The amount of festive
lights one sees while at the
Holidazzle is breathtaking. Your
eyes will never be bored.
"We will cancel the parade if
the wind chill drops down to -25
degrees, but the best thing to do
is bundle up," said parade
spokesperson Alyson Schmidt,
"Wear long underwear, boots,
hats, gloves, and a jacket that

Concordia Speaks: What is your most
memorable Christmas experience?
By Joe Satre
As the holiday season approaches us at a seemingly rapid pace, it is sometimes very easy
to lose sight of what our priorities are and what is important to us as individuals. Especially
during the circumstances and events that we as a nation have experienced as of late, we may
find it difficult to revert to our old customs and traditions. Which is why, in the spirit of the
upcoming holidays, the Sword chose to ask Concordia students to reminisce and talk about
their most memorable Christmas experience.
"My memory is when my
dad dressed up as Santa Claus
and he went in the chimney,
but we didn't know he was in
there. So we eventually started a fire in the fireplace while
he was in there and he nearly
got burned by the flames and
smoke."
-Jason Coltro,
Freshman

"One Christmas our dad made
us go upstairs while he brought our
presents in the house. They were
bikes. My brother and I looked
downstairs anyways, and he yelled
at us, even though there was really
no point, as we'd seen the bikes by
that time anyway."

"My family usually goes for sleigh
rides and we watch fireworks on
around Christmas, usually on
December 27, which is my birthday."
-

Lorraine Wookey, Freshman

-Micah Stohlmann, Junior

"My best memory would
have to be when one year, my
dogs ran around the Christmas
tree that we had just set up,
knocking down the tree and
everything that had been on it.
The tipped over tree ended up
staining our couch, and getting
the fresh pine needles all over the
house."
-

Myly Mcbride, Sophomore

"My most memorable
Christmas experience happened
in 1999, when I had to have my
tonsils taken out a few days
before Christmas. It wasn't the
best Christmas I ever had, but it
was very memorable.
-Steve Steingrabber,
Sophomore
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closes all the way up."
Donations of canned goods
and non-perishable foods will be
collected prior to each parade
and will be donated to food
shelves as part of the Holidazzle
Food Drive. The Holidazzle

Parade is an exciting way to
enjoy the holiday season as well
as a chance to • give to those in
need. Show your support of the
community and enjoy an evening
in the winter wonderland of
downtown Minneapolis.

Let It Snow'
water freezes inside clouds, ice
crystals form. The ice crystals
join together creating snow flakes.
As members of the Similar to rain, once the flakes are
Minnesotan community on heavy enough they fall to the
Concordia campus, we should ground as snow.
know our snow. In years past, the
As everyone knows, snow is
average accumulative snowfall for generally a beautiful bright white
the Twin Cities area ranges from color. The song goes, "I'm dream35.5 inches all the way to 84.1 ing of a white Christmas," not a
inches. Thus, it seems important blue Christmas. Snow reflects
to know this fluffy, sometimes most of the white sunlight.
white, substance that abundantly According to the National Snow
covers our environment during and Ice Data Center (NSIDC), the
the winter months.
complex structure of snow crysLike every type of weather, tals result in countless tiny sursnow continues to challenge faces from which visible light is
weather forecasters across the efficiently reflected. Snow
country. Not only is it difficult to absorbs sunlight uniformly over
predict, but it is also
the wavelengths
hard to measure.
of visible light,
Perhaps you, too, wonthus giving snow
der about snow; what
its white appearexactly is snow or why
ance.
is snow white? Is
We have all
snow really edible?
heard the wise
Never fear, answers to
old saying,
these questions and
"Don't eat yelmore are in this artilow snow," and
cle.
being clever
(above) Frosty enjoys the winter
An average of 105 Photo By Ashely Hyatt
humans, we easily
snow-producing storms
steer clear of any
affect the US each year. These "marked" snow. Nevertheless,
storms have a lifetime of two to snow is certainly edible. Snow in
five days. And in the United urban areas may contain polluStates, practically every location— tants that one should not eat, but
including Florida—has seen snow they would probably be in such
flurries.
low concentrations that it might
While the winter weather not matter. Sometimes snow consparks easy conversation and tains algae, which gives it a red
accounts for multiple jokes, there color. This snow, surprisingly, is
is also a serious side to snow. In actually safe to eat. So don't eat
the United States, snow kills hun- yellow snow, eat red!
dreds of people. Primary snowThis Christmas season,
related deaths are from traffic acci- while we 'Deck the Halls,' ,fingle
dents, overexertion, and expo- Bells,' and 'Rock Around the
sure.
Christmas Tree' proclaiming it to
But how exactly does snow be 'the Most Wonderful Time of
make its way to the earth and fall the Year,' let us look out upon a
upon Concordia's campus? When `Silent Night' and 'LET IT SNOW!'
By Jennifer Mills

Attention. All
Creative Writers!!!
The Variety Page would like to have a
Poet's Corner, and it needs YOUR poems
to make this possible. Please submit your
best poems to the Variety Editor at:
starkj@proverbs.csp.edu If your poem is
selected by Sword Editors to be published,
you will be paid $5. So get those creative
juices flowing, and send in your poem
today!

